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A view of Mars’s south polar ice cap, taken by the European Space Agency’s High Resolution

Stereo Camera on board Mars Express. Credit: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin/Bill Dunford

By Isaac Smith, David Beaty, and Thorsteinn Thorsteinsson! 20 March 2017

Mars’s polar regions are of special interest to both atmospheric scientists and geologists. The

poles exhibit unique atmospheric processes that periodically spill over into the lower latitudes in

the form of storms. The polar ice caps (and their extensions in the form of lower-latitude ground
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ice deposits) are geological deposits intimately connected to the atmosphere. They are also

known records of climate variations. Thus, the polar ice caps, atmosphere, and climate are best

interpreted as an ensemble.

Polar ice caps, atmosphere, and climate on Mars are best interpreted as an ensemble.

In this sense, Mars polar science is uniquely multidisciplinary. For the last 2 decades, the

research community has benefited from periodic International Conferences on Mars Polar

Science and Exploration, the most recent of which was in 2011.

To discuss recent observations and interpretations since the fifth conference in 2011, more than

100 attendees from 11 countries attended the Sixth International Conference on Mars Polar

Science and Exploration. Young scientists comprise nearly a quarter of the Mars polar

community—22 of the attendees were student participants—which suggests that recent exciting

discoveries (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/how-mars-got-its-layered-north-polar-cap) are attracting new

researchers.

Presentations showed evidence of active atmospheric and surface processes that shape the polar

layered deposits (PLDs) and nearby landforms. Additionally, the north and south PLDs contain

many layers of water ice and dust (southern PLDs also have layers of carbon dioxide) that have

been used to constrain the history of accumulation at the poles and extract records of climate.

Kvíarjökull, an outlet glacier from Öræfajökull, the

2110-meter glacier-capped stratovolcano that forms the

southernmost part of the Vatnajökull ice cap. The Sixth
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International Conference on Mars Polar Science and

Exploration offered several field trips to sites like this

one that serve as analogues to Mars’s polar regions. This

particular site remains puzzling to terrestrial

glaciologists because of the large lateral moraines that

are higher than the glacier that made them. Credit: Isaac

Smith

Finally, ongoing geomorphic activity points to widespread volatile transport between the poles

and midlatitudes. These volatiles, especially carbon dioxide frost (https://eos.org/research-spotlights

/carbon-dioxide-frost-may-keep-martian-soil-dusty), modify the surface of dunes, gullies, and landforms.

Presenters noted that some features on Mars have no terrestrial analogues because they are

modified by carbon dioxide ice, which does not form on Earth.

In addition to the oral and poster technical sessions, the conference offered seven field trip

options to participants and guests. Visits to Iceland’s dramatic Mars glacial and volcanic

analogue sites (http://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/nature_and_travel/2016/03

/02/iceland_a_unique_analogue_of_mars_says_nasa_scienti/) attracted widespread participation.

The conference was organized with the goals of demonstrating what the community has learned

in the last 5 years and agreeing on the most important unresolved scientific questions for Mars

polar science.

A team of synthesizers collected points of interest from the discussions. The team defined five

major categories of questions:

Polar atmosphere: What are the dynamical and physical atmospheric processes at various spatial

and temporal scales in the polar regions, and how do they contribute to the global cycle of

volatiles and dust?

Perennial polar ices: What do the characteristics of the polar ice deposits reveal about their

formation and evolution?

Past climate polar record: How has Mars’s climate evolved through geologic history, what are the

absolute ages of the observable climate records, and how should we interpret the records of past

states?

Nonpolar ice: What is the history and present state of the middle- and low-latitude volatile

reservoirs?
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Present-day surface activity: What are the roles of volatiles and dust in surface processes actively

shaping the present polar regions of Mars?

Institutional support for the conference was provided by the NASA Mars Program Office, the

European Geosciences Union (http://www.egu.eu/), and the International Association of Cryospheric

Sciences (http://www.cryosphericsciences.org/). Additional support came from the Icelandic

Meteorological Office, the Planetary Science Institute, and the University of Iceland.

The full conference program and abstracts can be found on the conference’s website

(http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2016/).

—Isaac Smith (email: ibsmith@psi.edu (mailto:ibsmith@psi.edu)), Planetary Science Institute,

Lakewood, Colo.; David Beaty, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena; and Thorsteinn Thorsteinsson, Icelandic Meteorological Office, Reykjavík, Iceland
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